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W4FA wanted a quick-to-erect directive antenna for 15
meters at his new QTH. However, he wanted an
antenna that would also function reasonably well for
multiband operation, 80-10 meters. A look into some
old handbooks at the local library, plus some ofJohn 's
experience, provided the answer.

A New Look at Some
Classic Wire Antennas

BY JOHN J. SCHULTZ' . W4FA

""hen I was a young radio amateur. 12a
L' '" 1200

way back when, I often marveled at the

~
I MH, Ielaborate dtrecti....e. wire-type antennas

shown in some amateur handbooks. The 65' -0

1antennas had elongated dipo le ele- 300 or 450 u ~ne

ments. and the antennas had such ere- Approx 30' 01 Ga,n ~ 2dB
ments arranged both horizontally and 450Q ene

vertically with the elements be ing fed by
Tuner

a maze of phasing lines. They looked Fig. 2- Classic Double Extended Zepp
good in the handbooks and provided nice Fig. 1- The delta-loop antenna used initio fed with balanced fine to permit opera-
daydreams for a young amateur, but I ally with very good genera l results . uon on most HF bands using a tune r.
really duobted their practicability and
more or tess forgot about them.

However, 40years later J arrived at my
present OTH and thought about an ettec- first antenna I erected was a simple 80 and who desires just a goad, simple mut-
tlve antenna system that I could erect be- meter del ta loop, as shown in fig . 1, ttband antenna.
fore I got into the serious business of put- which was strung up between two pine This antenna will put out an excellent
ting up a tower and some beams. Delving trees. I fed it with 450 ohm ladder line , signal over the 80-10 meter range, using
into some of the old textbooks available and using a tuner , it proved to be a re- a tuner , although its directivity will
at the local library, I found there was in- markably good murtiband antenna. I change from band to band. Phasing lines
deed a 101 of sense in some of the old would recommmend it to anyone who could be introduced to control the direc-
wire-type antenna ideas. Equally, how- has the space available for its erection tivity , but I decided to avoid that compli-
ever, I found that some of the old forms
were sheer nonsense in terms of erec t-
ability and survivability. Therefore, I had
a lot of fun in exercising 40 years of hind-

Isight and trying to extract some old an- I A I A I A

tenna ideas that would be viable today. I
Ithink I found some good ideas and wou ld S

like to present them here.
Gain li 3 dB L

300 Of 4500 jne
( A)

aTH Background I A I A I A I A I A I
My present OTH is a % acre site with a ~ A' = 468
trapezoidal shape. Nonetheless, some of

Gain ~4,5 dB L MH,
the ta ll pines on the property were handy S' . 234
supports for erect ing a wire antenna.The MH'

IS) (but see text)

*302 Glasgow Lane, Greenville, NC27858 Fig. 3- Simple collinear array antennas built up by phasing dipole elements.
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fNB -4SH 12V 1000mah
$11.00

fNB-14S 1.2V 1400mah
$59.15

fNB -111.2V 600mah
$35.00

fNB -12 12V SOOmah
$45.95

fNB-210.8V SOOmah
$22."

KENWOOD
PERFORMANCE PLUS

"SEND FOR FREE
CATALOG"

SAVE ON THESE POPULAR
PERIPHEX POWER PACKS

BP-7S 13.2V 1200mah ••• $65.00
BP-as 9.6V 1200mah ••• $65.00

SAVE WITH THESE
VAESU VALUES /"1

Manufactured inthe U,S.A. with melched ce ll" these
Super Peck' fealu'e ,hort circuit proteclion a"d
overcharge protection, and. 12 moolh w."e"lV_

AJ I inserts in stock or a.a il abfe fro m suthori18d duafers_
CAll US TO OfSCUSS YOU R BAffiRV REQUIREMENTS

BIG SAVINGS!
PB-25/26S 8.4V 900mah iiV'

$65.00
PB-112V 1200mah

$61.00
PB-8S 12V 800mah

$59.00

=z:liIJlIJ
Add SHill Sh,p.p ing & Handling

Conoect,cul res,dents add S%tax

.AlIIlII inC".
115-1BHurleyRoad. ford ,CT06483

800·634·8132
In Connecticut 2O~264.3985 - fAX 2O~26206943

~\SUPER PACKS FOR
~~ ICOM 2/4SAT & 24AT

BP-83 7.2V 600mah
$33.50

BP-83S 7.2V 750mah
$43.50

BP-847.2V1000mah
$57.00

BP-84S 7.2V 1400mah
$63.00

SP-85S 12V BOOmah
$76.00

REMEMBER ...A lOW COST POWER PACK
WITHOUT PERIPHEX'S QUALITY IS NO BARGAIN

Fig. 5- The classic Lazy H antenna.

___L' , 956 '1
MH,

---0--- ---,

Gain ~ 5.5 dB

will be about the same as a % }.. dipole.
If you keep elongating the antenna be

yond the Double Zepp dimensions and
wish the direc tiv ity to remain as stated,
you have to int roduce phasing sections.
The reason for this is explained in detail
in classic antenna textbooks, although
rarely in the simplified amateur radio an
ten na books available today. It 's probab
ly not all that important anyway, as long
as you accept the idea. Fig . 3 shows the
idea for an antenna which has flat-top
lengths of 1 V2 and 2V2A. The quarter
wave vertical phasing sections can be
constructed of classic , homebrew open
wire line (#14 or smaller spaced 4 to 6 in
ches), but I doubt if anyone would want to
go through that fuss when KW-type 300
ohm line or 450 ohm ladder line is
available. If eithe r of the two latte r lines
are aer used. the length de rived from the
fo rmula shown in fig. 3 has to be mult i
plied by the velocity factor of the line
used. Typ ically, it's around 0.95, but you
shou ld get an exact figure from the sup
plier. Radio Works (Box 61 59, Ports
mouth, VA 23703) stocks both types of
line, and they offer a free catalog with
lots of antenna materials .

The gain of the antenna does not in
crease dramatically as the antenna is
elongated, but it's very inexpensive gain.
For instance, I erected the antenna form
of fig. 3(B). The theoret ical gain of 4.5 dB
is noticeable, and the cost of all of the
wire fo r the flat-top and phasing lines was
something on the order of $10 for a 15
meter antenna ! Theoretically, you could
expand the antenna endlessly to build up
the gain, but I haven't found any refer
ences in antenna literature as to how far
the scheme would be practical. I rather
doubt that it would make any sense to ex
pand the antenna much beyond twice the
size shown in fig . 3(B). There is bound to
be some measurement error when you
cut the antenna wire and phasing lines,
and I suspect that it will, in a practical
sense, limit the gain potential of the an
tenna. Nonetheless, considering cost
and the simplicity of construction, the old
collinear antenna (also called Frank lin
array) is rather hard to equal.

A
/

Fig. 4- Not always well appreciated is the
idea that phased-array or Vagi antennas
in most cases have vertical directivity

very different from that of a dipole.

The simplest antenna form I could find
that would do what I desi red was a so
called coll inear array. Collinear ar rays
are nothing more than extended dipoles,
except that steps are taken to keep the
directivity at right angles to the plane of
the antenna . If you start to elongate a
regular V2A dipole, the direct ivity re
mains at right angles to the plane of the
antenna just about to the poin t where the
dimensions of the Double Extended Zepp
(fig . 2) are reached. The antenna has a
gain of about 2 dB and is, I suppose,
about the simplest " gain" type wire an
tenna that can be erected . Its feed-point
impedance is complex, but it can be easi
ly fed with 300 or 450 balanced line using
a tuner. If cut for 15 meters, its flat-top
length of about 57 feet will allow it to op
erate on any band from 80-10 meters.
On bands above 15 meters its directivity
will split into a clove rlea f patte rn, wh ile
on bands below 15 mete rs the directivity

.... ---'8
/~ I

'" I

A

cation. What I really was after was an an
tenna that would have some defined di
rectlvityon 15 meters , but tha i could also
be used as a general-purpose multiband
antenna by feeding it with balanced line
and using a tune r. I wanted the antenna
10 be directive in directions al right an
gles to the plane of my existing delta loop
(coming in and going out the page as you
look at fig . 1).

90'

Collinear Antennas

NOTES:
A = Dual lobes of dipole ' Ii ).. above ground.
B = Sing le lobe of vert ical slacked array,

highest e lement 3M.. above ground and
lower element ' I. '). above ground.

Lobes illustrate approximate vertical
directivity. they will vary acco rding to
ground conditions.
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However, from a constructional view-
I , A I' A I A I point, when considering wire-type anten-

nas, vertical stacking is by far the easiest

A'", 466
way logo.

I don't think that too many amateurs
MH, appreciate the vertical-plane directivity8

B' .. 478 change that takes place when a vertically
MH' stacked antenna is used. For instance,

~ 'x take a look at fig. 4. The horizontal dipole
at 'I.). elevation has a good "OX lobe" at
20 degrees but a fairly useless (for OX)

Gam a 7.SdB major lobe at 90 degrees. The stacked
antenna has one lobe at slightly more
than 20 degrees, but all of the vertical dt-

Fig. 6-Another classic-the Six-Shooter array, recuvity (power, if you will) is concen-
trated in that lobe. Although irs out of the
scope of this article, if you consider Vagi

concentrating the radiation from the an-
also along with fig. 4 and compare its pat -

Complex cernnear Arrays tern against that of the dipole, you will
tenna in the horizontal plane . For exam-

As you might imagine, and as can be for- pie, a simple V2). dipole elevated abou t
find that the 90 deg ree lobe shrinks tre-
mendously, while the 20 degree lobe ex-

titled if you research some old antenna 1/2). above ground has its vertical radia- pands. That's why the Vagi "plays" so
handbooks, many proposals were put tlon lobe at about 30 degrees from the well for OX, along with its other attributes.
forth to take a basic collinear antenna ground surface, No matter how long a There are many classic stacked ar-
and stack it above another such antenna, single collinear ar ray might be made, the rays, the granddaddy of which is proba-
or 10 phase two spaced collinear anten- vertical directivity does not change. If the

bly the lazy H, as shown in fig . 5. For a
nas in the horizontal plane , or to develop single-element collinear array ;s ele-

wire-type antenna it's not all thai large,
a combination array having bolh vertical- vated V2 ). above the ground, its main ra-

but it will deliver a respectable 5.5 dB
Iy stacked and horizontally spaced ele- dianon lobe is going to be about 30 de- gain. My next favorite is a sort of ex-
ments. I suppose various such complex grees from the ground surface regard-

panded lazy H, dubbed the Six-Shooter
arrays were actually constructed and less of the length of the antenna. Unfortu- and shown in fig. 6. By making the anten-
probably worked quite well , but I suspest nately, if the antenna is a certain heights ,

na only %). longer than the lazy H, you
such antennas were also sho rt-lived due even rather high ones in terms of wave- pick up almost 2 dB of additional gain.
to their mechanical complexity and wea- length, a good deal of radiat ion can take Both antennas are fairly easy to can-
ther susceptibility. place at high angles, which is great for

struct il you imagine the upper and lowerThe one thing that did make sense to short-skip but hardly useful for OX. For a
elements as being each one run of anten-

me when I took a look at complex com- given antenna height, vertical stacking is na wire broken up as necessary by insu-
near arrays was the idea of simple verti- not quite as effective in gelling radiation

lators. The vertical phasing lines can becal stacking. A simple collinear array concentrated at the lower angles as is
achieves gain, as it is made longer , by the idea of horizontally spaced elements.

450 ohm ladder line, and it doesn't mat-
ter where the twist in each line is located
as long as it is there.

Another stacked array with which I
have had great success in the past is the

r-8-j ' A
Sterba curtain. This classic antenna

'1- 8 -1 (used by AT&T for overseas telephone

1

service in the 1930s) is just a touch more
difficult to ccntruct than the preceding
antennas because of the closed ends,

A but it develops an awful lot of gain for a
relatively compact wire antenna. Two ex-
amples of Sterbas are shown in fig . 7.

'>(

(A) GaJn ;-6dB Summary

r-B-j A I A I A 1- 8 --1 For which form did I settle after initially
trying the fig. 3(8) collinear? The Sterba

I A' . 468
curtain of fig. 7(B). It provides excellent
OX gain on 15 meters and certainlyMH,

A
B' . 234

works out extremely well on all bands
from 80-10 meters. I constructed the an-MH,
tenna using #18 copper-clad wire and
black-colored 4500hm ladder line having
#18 copperweld conducters (both items

(8) Gain ;: 9.5 dB available form Radio Works), The anten-
na is certai nly tnconsplclous. although
the ladder-l ine phasing sections seem to
be suspended in space. Until I get the

Fig, 7- Two examples of Sterba curtains. On a materials cost to effective OX gain oa- beams erected, I must admit that I'm
sis they probably cannot be equalled. They differ only in size, and hence gain. hooked again on wire-type antennas . 001
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